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A methodology forthe developme,nt of a knowledge-based sy{9m (KBS) for design

and analys¡s-ót passive solar buildings is presented. The KBS developed is pad

of a combined knowledge-basetC-algorithmic system which integrates various

modules, including the enórgy anarlysis program BEEP, a database and a hypertext

all running simulianeously in a flexible graphical user intedace. The system

supports ã systematic, iterative icrocedure of design alternative generation and

evaluation. Energy and comfort lindices are employed in evaluating the various

design alternativãå. fhe program developed is intended primarily for the desígn of

direðt gain residential orotfice buildings. Two typical applications are presented for

residential passive solar buildingsí

INTRODUCTION

The design of a passive solar dirrect gain building involves synthesis and analysis

and depänds on both quantitartive and qualitative knowledge. Quantitative

knowledge may be derivedirom scientifictheories or experiments, while qualitative

knowledle is usually acquired through years of experience. Synthesís is the

creative-p"rt of design. During synthesis the designer usually generates various
solutions within design constraints. The

must be verified using analysis- During

eristics are calculated and tested against
beginning of design. ln such an iterative

process of generating-testing v'arious dgsign options the. designer eventually

belects the most prorñising sãlurtion which is then further developed and finally

implemented.

During the conceptual design :itages, qualitative knowledge can be used since

decisions concern the determination of the general layout of a building. However,

later on during the preliminary a¡nd detailed design stages, decisions that are taken

concern the Çpe, location and size of the direct gain windows (defined as windows

with high soiar gains-generaltiy near south-facing), the -thermal storage mass

amouni and localion að well as the optimum amount of insulation. In this case,

qualitative knowledge is not adequate; quantitative knowledge and accurate
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analysís techniques are indispensable to carry out design" However, despite the
need to use accurate means, especially durinç¡ the preliminary design ph".".,
desígners often pedorm the design task intuitive ly, based on preuious experi"nc".
They rarely conduct a detailed and accurate -analysis to test the, pioduct of
synthesis. This is mainly due to lack of user-friendly, easy to use analysis tools
which can rapidly analyze and compare desig n alternatives wiihout sacríficing
accuracy

.=Thg objectivä. of the knowted âpproach 'described here, is to
reduce these problems with.a. a cornputer program that can be
used in both the creative än cts of 

'the 
pässive solar design

process. A diécussion on the design process is presented below with passive solar
., design issues, the main concepts of the meiihodology and its imþlementation

' issues. Two typical applications of the methodology are also presented.

':'i, 
^ii .._ ...." ,.^tt". - .,1 s ,í ,;.-,-

' A primary objective in the design oï a passive ! olar- building'is to deðide abáut the
area and characteristícs of the direc
thickness, propedies and' its distributio

* - while at the same time achieving high.
, âS for all br.lildings, the amouht of insu

selected. ., , -i' Îi, r,. ,.. . .. . : .,í- :
.ln _?ld"r.tãtrn""t thess objectiire" th.to"sigr,er, shoutd'p"råir {"ny.'{yåàs of

. , synthesis and analysis, to investigate throug,þ dítferent desígn alterñatives the
¡ iltg response: under various,ryeather çonditions.

yet rigorous .tool to perform the analysls part of
since ít ís not suited to ä pure algoiithmíc

System coul'd incorporate sufficient infôrmation
port the designer. .1; , , r .,. ,:.:,

The most irnpoftant performance indices involved!n thís.process are the follpwing:
; 'The operative tempeiature (2) and íts sw;ing. This is a representativ" .o*

temperature that takes into account the radiant'héat exchanges ¡n a room as wel!
-'.as room air tempe¡ature. lts swing is approxinrately inversely proportíonal-to the

storage effectiveness of the thermal mass in a direct gain róm. ' - 
;î,:'Tl" ô'Tsolar (1), is the net increase of the room mean temperatrr" abou"

ambient temperatúre due to solar gains, an,d can be used,to determine the
, optim.um.amount of insulation, and window af-€a and type. Alternatively,"the

auxiliary heating toads can also be compute,d on. a clea?,.winter day, ,nií¡ tn"
Jiceô show als vely the
'j;i;'.li .'ì,'

sizing_of :!þq heating/cootíng equipment i9 a4jçnportgn 
-t-jetnu. The niêan raàiaát temierature (M ,ng' * 

"oúiroñrnènt"¡ "nope4sonal-variables is .neQessary in,de lJhg, ,thermal ,q"""tion
,.' .,] ¡.- -:;,:i -,.;-lr ;¡:--¡, "-.:_'-'",-844, .,ìq;.i, -.-ri-lj i'l ri,J.l ,t''-,i_, l,:, :f..



indices PMV and PPD (2) in'the building.

1I KNOWLEDGE.BASED SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY

ln passive solar and'energy efficient building design,.detailed conventional

algorithmic programs have proved to be cumbersome in the iterative design

pró.".r. This is"mainly du9 to their inability to manipulate heuristic and qualitative

lnowtedge. Howeuer, the-yiare:very v-eçatile and'etfective in numerical data

manipulat¡on tnat cnaractäiizes analvsiS. O"n'rthd other hând, KBS'are not robust

,'in numeric data manipulation, while th-ey are very'êfiectiveìn declarative knowledge

r"niprl"tion and Ëandling of 'logicäl inferences. and. reasoning' Therefore,

Knowtedge-Aaiéà Expert dystemsãnd traditional algorithmic programd could.be

combined,in order to support good decisions throughout the whole building design

Process.

''PASSIVE SOLAR EXPERT' (PSE)

The KBS the use of both knowledge-based techniques ^and
,:. . { . 

freliminaryl design slagãs,.when decisionb hãve'accurate
, ,cônsidera ai design proOuct and life-cycle of the buildifg..Since- '; 

wlrich is of the formation type, a hybrid

' facilitated the integration of the KBS wit
program used during design- ,: .

..,r¡,1¡"1 ,.ti. ; .'

r. -. i. -' I 
'l]:

' 
deúelopeO leSe¡ includes several' modules. Figure 1 

ìlllustrates the: ' The þrogram'
r,¡rlinks'bf the KBS with the other'modules. BEEP is the energy analysis module and
I its plimary capabilities are the following (7):
r''l.r-¡i¡rtriouied elements such as thermá storage mass are modelled as twoport

network elements without the need for discretization.
¡ Room interior radiant heat exchanges (infrared) among the room,interior surfaces

'' are modelled in detail (separate from convectio.n)' '

' r A time-varying conduàance such-as that correspoîding to a window with 4ight
r':t insulation is mo--delled accurately. : ' iiri "'

t'i ¡ The solar radiation absorbed by eac
important in determining. the gffects of

s'' a5borptänce on $reict'gäin iooó pär
r The

' detèimì
re,¡ì Q¡/e dy 'mêáns róf 'an iterative technique;

propodional control being linear, is n¡ ed directly'
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At run-time BEEp is calted from
the KBS in order to perform
analysis for a specific design
alternative. Results obtained
from BEEP needed by other
modules are transferred through
LEVELS. The second
algorithmic module of the
system is used lor the
calculation of the comfort
indices PMV and ppD which

' predict the thermal sensation of
people in a zone based on
Fanger's model. The ASHRAE' ACCESS database (3) can also
be accessed on-line by the
designer in order to extract

,' material properties and other
required information. "Design
Guidelines" is the hypenàxt
module of the system and

' DES¡GNER

Fig.1 Architecture of passíve Solar Expert

contains information about passive sola
controls and coordinates the other mod
designer. lts knowledge base accommo
regarding the design process control a

The basis for the structure of alt this
system shell is the 'Class,. A Ctass
_o_bject-''lnstances, encapsulate the
obtained during a session. Each Cla

d forward chaining demons describe-the
ationships needed to make decisions andoî, Methods establish procedures for
are alsci incorporated in in" XgS *nl"f,
values fgr,,jmportgnt attributes (e.g. -

t, ". 
I
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' ' Passive solar E¡pert, srpport".,ãtr'-itera{ivé åy.þrr'ùU,. pié""0úrL or,Jlsign
*::l.lly_" generation"and evaluation. rnà r"¡n principte of its operation is thelmprovement in performance of successive design alternatives which consist of
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different building zone arrangements, building envelope component materials and
properties, their dimensions and location in the zone. The generation of design
alternatives is performed step-by-step, by generating{esting-improving an
alternative ; thus the designer experiences !m mediately the impacts of his decisions.
The basic unit which is considered each time is the "zone" and is assumed to be
isothermal for load calculations.

A design alternative for a zone is completed when three impodant cases have
been considered:

Case 1. The zone performance is computed on a relatively clear winter day
(KT=0,7) assuming no auxiliary heatingicooling so as to investigate the thermal
storage effecliveness of the zone thermal mass distributed along the inner
surfaces.

Case 2. The zone performance is determined on a relatively clear winter day
with heating/cooling in order to check how etfectively the solar qnergy is utilized
within the zone

Case 3. The zgne performance is determined on a cold cloudy winter day
(KT=0.2) with auxiliary heating/cooling ín order to determine the size of equipment
required under worst case conditions, and the relevant effect of thermal mass.

For each case the system displays graphical
i": 

"6rorbed 
by each room interior súrtãce ,' ,

(fig.2). This information 'helps the
öesignerto decide on the'diétribútion of
the thermal storage mass in the room
interior. At the instance of constraint
violation, for example if the PMV/PPD
välues r: exceed "the'-.allowable by

"' ASHRAE range, The 
:ðystem iniorms

:;' tlie designer. Results for alt the valuesì of" interest are accumulated by the
"i sysiem'ih a table along with impôdant

inþut'variables and are shown to the
designer with recommendations for
possible improvements.

t|iRecommendations are based on
: 'ävaluation of the different design'' options on a relative basis and using

:- the heuristics. lf the designer is not
satisfied with the results, he can
improve the zone peñorrnance by
developing a new alternative. This can
be repeated examining ,,the
performance of various des'ign

,ì, !!il lfe gverallressltE,g,Çg,,
. rþ

ì,, , ,¿r, i(; {;r;.t-Ì::rî'f i'. " 'li*,li .,fj-,

Ìl jli¡;r;;;, '..ir t"' iz('riii:;i:'ijl¡,; r:'. ::ìi:,f' F 'r''1
alr,;

ly the poftion of solar radiation that is

Fig.2 Dynamic display of solar radiation
absorbed.by each 'room interior 'surface for
a particular design .alternative '., ¡r': ì*
ii.,).r. ì, i.::*l.ii--'..,i:t -i :r ;
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Case ies

i*ò 
"tample 

case studies'äre described below for design in two different climatic
rqgions,in order to demonstrate;the use of passive solar Experl.

The first example deals with a typical single-family,residential building in the area
of Montréal (latitude 45q),,This is a wood frame building with brick on the exterior
walls, and interior partitions of plasterboard on wood frame. Figure 3 presents
results from five desigrn alternatives for a south façing zone 1S iZ.S¡mz' in area,
with a large direct gain window and two small windows on the west wall which do

.. not have significant solar gains.. The results represent the most important
performance attributes discussed earlier. Forthe first three design alternatives (DA)
there is no additional thermal storage , mass in the zone. Consequenily, 

'high

" "' temperature swings occur in all the three alternatives for clear days. The first DA
includes carpet on the floor (but no night insulation for the window). .The 2nd

.,,alternative shows,that,when night insulation,ris used, there is a reduction in both, auxiliary heating andpeak load. This is due to better window performance and thus
',, , lowe!'heat losses during the night. The third DA, demonstrates the contribution of

a beüer insulated exlerior wall to an improved performance of the envelope,
causing another reduction in auxiliary heating.and peak load. For this alternative
auxiliary cooling is needed which indicates that overheating occurs due.to the lack
of sufficíent thermal storage mass. Results from DA 4 show that thermal lnass can
significantly reduce the auxiliary heating load on clear days (KT=0.7). There is also
reduction in the temperature swing for a ctear day and reduction in peak toad for
both clear and cloudy days as compared with the previous alternatives. For the
sth DA, a relatively small reduction in window area causes a reduction of peak load
and auxiliary heating load on a cold cloudy day, while there is a. slight increase of
their values on a clear day. -- : : ::. :-

Fig.3 Residential building {latitude 4se). Summary resutts for five design
alternatives.
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The second example investigates the performance of a single-family dwelling in
a temperate climate (latitude=35o), with hot summers and relatively cold ryi-nleJs.
It is a'concrete structure with briik ex rerior and intërior walls of thiðkness 0.25m
and 0.14m respectively. Results from a typical zoäe are shown in figure'4. The first
design alternative considers exterior walls without any insulation, single glazing for
the south facing direct,'gairi:glass sliding doors and carpet on floor (without extra
thermal mass). The ,,absence of significant thermal mass results in a high
temperature svüing'and .the single windoú"þane and' uninsulated exterior walts

.l:' cause considerable:heat loSses which are reUuced'in design alternatives 2 and 3.

": ,Despite these reductions,'in,both''design älkirnatives 1 and 2lhere is indication of
overheating which means thât thermal maöS'inusf be used to store the excess
energy for use at'-night. Design älternative #3iconsiders an increase in mass of
0.12m cöncrète on the floor, without cãrpet i¡vhich otherwise acts as an insulating
layer (1). The result is a reduction in operative temþerature swing, auxiliary heating
load and peak loâd for a clear-cfay (KT=0.7). Night insulation also has a positive
efiect as shown in design alternative #4.|t causes a redÙetion in the peak load and

, auiiliary heating toad for botli cclear 'and'cloudy dayd.;ìlncrease of the'wall
.. ù +...¡i reslslance in design ättefñative'#5 contributes;to a significant reduction in the þeak( loâd and auxilia¡yheatiñg toaij for clear:andbloudy days. Decrease of the window

$\/ area in design âlteinat¡vã #6 results in a råductionrof the peak heating;load for
' ' KT=0.2i'while there:is an increase in thè auxiliary heating load and peak'load for
I K-F;0.7. :'1, )" ^ jr'- :it' .i ';. '

l¡¡g¿.i¡';.-., '1:.. ¿ -,,'':',:, i--r :':,¡-,-',j..'rr l'¡l: "ì-.,íl' - "{-, l¡' ¿
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CONCLUSIONS

The combination of qualitative and quantitative knowledge in a single, user-friendly
system has been shown to be very useful for passive solar analysis and design.
The system developed (PSE) can be used at the preliminary and detailed desþn
stages and combines both heuristic and algorithmic techniques and knowledgellt
suppods an iterative, system-designer cooperative process of design alternâtive
generation, testing and evaluation.
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